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Answer Five Questions only and The Marks are Equally Divided
Q1: Complete the following:

1- The technical specifications define the distance between the main
reinforcing bars in concrete beams by and the amount of
overlap when the length of bars which must be used is more than
the manufacturer lengths of steel bars, is --------

2-The characteristics of normal Portland cement are the following
1 --------- 2 ---------- 3 ----------- 4 ------,---

3-The rocks are classified due to their physical and chemical
properties i nto 1 ----- 2--------- 3-----------

4-The key factors which are used in theselection of, structural
buildings, steel or concrete structure, are 1 ------- Z -------- 3 -------
4 ------- 5 ------

5- The rafter is defined as-------------------------
6- Some sections of standard precast and pre-stress beams are:

1 -- - ---- - - - ---2 --------------3
7- The partitions are structurally divided to 1----------- Z------------

Q2: Give the reasons for the following:
1- Use of locally available materials and low-cost coating works in

the banks of the rivers or canals
2- In the establishment of any building it is required to study of

the soil that held it .

3- The use of filtration process in water treatment plants.
.l- The division of all buildings broadly into light and heavy
5- The depth of reinforcement concrete beam is limited between

(11251 to (1/15) of the length of its space .

Q3: Explain in drawing the details for the following:
1-The header angle and st,arp angle arches with giving the

number of their centers.
2- cross section in the spillway.
3- cross section of water joint .

,l- Section in refracted joint.
5- Plnn , longitudin:rl scction, Nnd cross-scction of stcp lish laddcr.

Q 4: A) - classify the follorving:
I -'l'hc structures ofpor}er gcneration,
2 - bricks depending on the materials used in its manufacture.
3 - Beams due to its location in building and depending on the
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purpose of use.
4- The fish passages.
5- The single center or radial arches .

B ) State-(he principles which must be takcn into account to achieve good
lin k in brick building

Q 5: A) Ansrver the follorvings:
I- State the principles which are noted when the buitdings arecovered with stone .

2- State the steps which must be accomplished when intended
to pass the ship from the space of lower water level tothe space of higher water level

B ) State the properties of water used in concrete mixtures and
what are the points that define its function.

Q 6: Ansrver the follorving:
A-) State a detailed types of hydroelectric stations fallrng within theriver hydraulic structures and operating by pumptng the stored

water.
I], State the advantages of bulldozers.

With our best wishes for your success
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t-Brick placed on a regular basis in the
construction and with joints of equal width.

2 - Use less of what can break the bricks.
3 - The vertical joints in the frequent layers on the

straight line and is perpendicular to the surface
of the wall .

4 - Use brick of eoual dimensions in order to achieve
uniformity in construction.

a\y
- All horizontal joints should be perpendicutar to rne
driving forces in the wall so as to prevent slipping
between the stones.

- The joints should be organized so that not be parts
of the construction like beams for example, to display
shear or tensile strength.

3 - The joints must be organized so that not leave
sharp angle in any piece of related interval.

any

'1 - open the gate of the navigation channel the
downstream to enter the ship into
the channel.
close the gate of the channel referred to it in (1)

above after the entry of the ship.
fill the chamber navigational channel with water from

tn
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the upper space through the delivery
the water level in the channel will be
the upstream water level .

4 - open the gate of the channel

navigation channel through the
drainage holes in the downstream
level of the water in it to

of water untll
equaled with

which is incident in the

to decrease the

upstream of it to lead the
ship to pass to the upper channel approach.

5 - close the gate of the navigation channel in the
upstream after the ship pass.

6 - Discharge the water from the chamber of the

e\\J-1 t

become ready to pass other ships.
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3 - Stations operating by storage pumping water:
increased in recent years and in all parts of the world to

build hydroelectric plants operaiing by pumping storage

water. Because these stations are used to provide a

reserve surplus electricity during periods of low

consumption of electrical energy which is used to pupp
water into the tank, then used later to generate

electricity in the maximum consumption hours .

This type of stations includes two groups:

A - The Group of Conversion Stations Operating by
pumping the stored water: which uses the difference in

water levels in two basins with each connected by

channels.
B - The Group of Stations operating by pumping stored

water : Which are constructed in the course of the river

and within the bodY of the dam.
That the simplest designs of hydroelectric stations

operating by pumping the stored water, and are within

the first group of stations contains the following

hydraulic structures:
Water basin in the upstream, water intake, water

- - 
#n;;; il; Jsiantistrment or proiects'

3 -il31,'JlX?'"'?Xl,"*l3l shrubs' and crean the

pressure pipes, the buildlng of hydroelectric statlon '
--' '''\ nodify the land intended for the's)) t - leveling ano r- )) estautilnment of Projects'

2 - the openrns "f;:;; tg"l-t1r11lut 
or rockv

- 
;;;"d and the leveling of its tracrs' 

' '
3 - filling t*"'npt'lnJ oitn"t 3l9l:::lns 

tn"*

4 - Remove tne lrJ ouitolnss:l:l"']*t.t ""
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site of the remains of the root. -=

7 - fractures and cracking solid rock or soil by the
quarries that bind them.

others.

8 - private land to create work places for th-e purpose

of facilitating the work of other construction
machinery like skimming and graders , and


